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Summary
School teachers suffer frequently from voice problems due to the high vocal load that they experience
and the not-always-ideal conditions under which they have to teach. Traditionally, the purpose of the
acoustic design of classrooms has been to optimize speech intelligibility. New guidelines are suggested
in order to optimize the vocal comfort and the vocal load experienced by speakers. Theoretical
prediction models of room-averaged speaker-oriented parameters like voice support or reverberation
time derived from an oral-binaural impulse response are combined with empirical models of actual
voice and noise level measurements in classrooms. Requirements of optimum vocal comfort, average
A-weighted speech levels across the audience higher than 50 dB, and a physical volume higher than
6 m3/student are combined to extract optimum acoustic conditions, which depend on the number
of students. These conditions, which are independent on the position of the speaker, cannot be
optimum for more than 50 students. For classrooms with 10 students, the reverberation time in
occupied conditions shall be between 0.5 and 0.65 s, and the volume between 60 and 170 m3. For
classrooms with 40 students, the reverberation times shall be between 0.7 and 0.75 s and the volume
between 240 and 280 m3.

PACS no. 43.55.Fw, 43.55.Hy

1. Introduction

The acoustic design of school classrooms, both in
terms of noise control and room acoustics, is relevant
because it affects the quality of oral communication
between teachers and students, which is still the most
common way of teaching and learning, and has an ef-
fect on the overall performance of pupils. Excessive
noise and late reverberation degrade speech intelligi-
bility. The degradation is higher for younger students
and those with impairments than for the general pop-
ulation. Therefore special attention is given to acous-
tics in classrooms. More information about the impor-
tance of classroom acoustics is found in [1, 2].

Besides affecting speech intelligibility, noise and
classroom acoustics affect the voice of a speaker. The
variation of voice level with noise has been described
as the Lombard effect [3]. In a scenario with different
talkers, the absorption of a room has an influence on
the voice power level of each talker, which is known as
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the café effect [4]. Moreover, in situations with only
one talker, this talker adjusts the voice power level
according to the amplification that a room produces
on his voice at his own ears [5, 6]. When a teacher
speaks in a classroom, besides being heard, he wants
to talk comfortably and not to overstrain his voice [7].

The present paper briefly introduces the room
acoustics parameters relevant for a speaker and their
connection to subjective attributes (vocal effort and
vocal comfort). It also provides models of the room-
averaged acoustics parameters for a speaker in terms
of volume and statistical reverberation time, together
with models of activity noise and voice levels. Finally,
the models and different requirements are combined to
derive a set of recommendations for speaker-oriented
classroom acoustics design.

2. Room acoustics parameters for a
speaker

Room acoustics parameters for a speaker are de-
rived from an oral-binaural room impulse response
(OBRIR), i.e. an impulse response measured at a mi-
crophone located at the end of the ear canal of a
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dummy head when a loudspeaker inside its mouth acts
as the source. For all measurements and derivations, a
head and torso simulator (HATS) from Brüel & Kjær
type 4128 has been used. Two parameters are found
relevant: the voice support and the reverberation time
mouth-to-ears.

2.1. Voice support

2.1.1. Definition
The voice support STV is a measure of the degree
of amplification of a room to the voice of a speaker
at his own ears. More specifically, it is defined as the
difference between the reflected sound level (LR) and
the airborne direct sound level (LD) of the voice of a
speaker, as found in an OBRIR.

STV = LR − LD (dB). (1)

The level of direct sound is calculated by windowing
the first 5 ms of an OBRIR while the reflected sound
is calculated from the rest of the signal (5 ms to ∞).
A more complete description of STV is to be found
in [8]. STV is also related to the measure room gain
GRG described by Brunskog et al. [5].

2.1.2. Relation with voice
Interaction between the voice of a speaker and STV or
GRG has been documented in a number of studies [5,
6, 9, 10, 11]. In summary, STV is related to the vocal
effort experienced by a speaker in different rooms. A
model that represents the average variations in voice
power level LW as a function of STV in a teaching
setting with a silent audience is

∆LW = −13− 0.78STV (dB), (2)

which is only valid in typical rooms within a limited
range of STV , approximately between -18 dB and -
8 dB.

It is important to point out that the variations of
LW in the presence of activity noise do not follow the
model of Eq. (2), as the activity noise depends itself
on STV , as will be shown later.

2.1.3. Prediction model
A prediction model for the average STV in a room is
presented in [8]. The model disregards the importance
of the surroundings of the speaker in determining the
actual STV at the speaker position and provides a
unique value for a room, averaged across positions.
The final prediction model is formulated as

STV = 10 log
[(

cT60

ln(106)V
− 4
S

+
Q∗

4π(2d)2

)
Sref

]
+ ∆LHRTF −K (dB), (3)

where c is the speed of sound in the air (≈ 343 m/s),
T60 is the statistical reverberation time, V is the vol-
ume, S is the total surface area,Q∗ is the directivity of
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Figure 1. Average voice support versus room volume for
different values of T60, considering a flat T60 across fre-
quency. The axis on the right edge shows the average voice
power level variations experienced by speakers.

a speaker in the downward direction, d is the distance
from the mouth to the floor (= 1.5 m), Sref is the ref-
erence area (≈ 1m2), ∆LHRTF is the magnitude of the
diffuse-field head-related transfer function (HRTF, in
dB), K is the difference between SPL at the eardrum
and the source sound power level (in dB).

This model contains the following terms:

• Diffuse-field attenuation of sound, indicated by the
term [(cT60)/(6V ln 10) − 4/S] inside the 10 log,
which is written sometimes as 4/R in the context
of room acoustics.

• Floor reflection, given by the term Q∗/[4π(2d)2]
inside the 10 log. The floor reflection is considered
present in all measurements, and it is assumed that
the floor is totally reflective and that the mouth
and the ears are at a height of 1.5 m above the
floor. All the early reflections from the walls, when
averaged across positions in a room, are included
in the diffuse-field attenuation term. The reflection
from the ceiling is included in the diffuse-field at-
tenuation term because it is attenuated by the typ-
ical presence of an absorbing ceiling in classrooms
and because the height varies across rooms.

• Diffuse-field HRTF (∆LHRTF), accounting for the
increase in level associated to the use of a dummy
head instead of a small microphone for the mea-
surement of the sound reflections.

• Direct sound characterization with the term −K.

The dependence of STV with V and T60 is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, considering a flat T60 across fre-
quency. STV decreases almost linearly with the log-
arithm of V (except for the largest volumes at low
reverberation times) and increases with T60. The axis
on the right edge shows the average voice power
level variations experienced by speakers, according
to Eq. (2). The values on the axis are derived from
Eq. (2) for STV between -14.5 and -6.5 dB and from
Eq. (12) in ref. [6] for STV < −14.5 dB.
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2.2. Reverberation time mouth-to-ears

2.2.1. Definition
The reverberation time mouth-to-ears T30,ME is a
classical measurement of reverberation time T30 de-
rived from an OBRIR. Thus, it is twice the difference
between the times when the backwards integrated en-
ergy curve is -35 dB and -5 dB. Differently from tra-
ditional impulse responses in which the receiver is far
away from the source, in an OBRIR source and re-
ceiver are located very close to each other, so the di-
rect sound has much more energy than the reflected
sound. Therefore, the T30,ME is very sensitive to the
direct-to-reflected sound ratio. The value of T30,ME is
always smaller than that of T30 with distant source-
receiver, and it does not represent the slope of the
decay.

2.2.2. Relation with voice
Laboratory experiments reported in [7], which inves-
tigated relevant subjective attributes when speaking
in different rooms, found that T30,ME was linearly re-
lated to the sensation of reverberance. More interest-
ingly, the general sensation of vocal comfort Ĉ was
non-linearly related to T30,ME . The regression model
for the pooled results of Ĉ for all healthy speakers was

Ĉ = −4.25 T 2
30,ME + 4.37 T30,ME − 0.81, (4)

where the units of Ĉ are of no practical relevance (for
information, 0 corresponds to the average comfort,
and +1 is one standard deviation across the experi-
mental results). The vocal comfort had a maximum at
0.51 s. When groups of subjects were considered sep-
arately, their regression models had maxima between
0.45 s and 0.55 s, which will be considered reference
values for later design requirements. As an alternative
approach, regression models based on energy ratios
could have been used as well.

2.2.3. Prediction model
Another model predicts the average T30,ME in a room
as a function of V and T60. This model makes the same
assumptions and includes the same elements as the
prediction model for STV , but with temporal consid-
erations. One difference is that the prediction model
for T30,ME does not have a closed mathematical ex-
pression and has to be calculated by means of an al-
gorithm with the following steps:

1. Modeling of a parametric OBRIR
2. Calculation of the backward integrated energy

curve
3. Searching the time instants when the backwards

integrated energy curve decays -5 dB and -35 dB
relative to the level at the time of arrival of the
direct sound.

4. Finally, T30,ME is calculated as twice the difference
between the two time instants of the previous step.
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Figure 2. Average reverberation time mouth-to-ears versus
volume for different values of T60.

As in the prediction model for STV , the prediction
model for T30,ME assumes an OBRIR with the follow-
ing components: direct sound, a floor reflection, and a
reverberation tail. The direct sound and the floor re-
flection are modeled as Dirac delta functions and the
reverberation tail as a decaying exponential function,
which depends on V and T60 (both decay rate and
total energy).

Figure 2 shows the output of the prediction model
for different values of V and T60. The predicted
T30,ME decreases with V and increases with T60. More
detailed information about the prediction model can
be found in [7].

2.3. Combined prediction models

Figure 3 shows the mutual relationship between STV

and T30,ME , for equal values of V (dotted lines) and
T60 (solid lines). This chart is meaningful because the
abscissa is linked to the vocal effort, whereas the or-
dinate is related to the vocal comfort. On the bottom
axis of the figure, there is an indication of ∆LW expe-
rienced by a speaker in the presence of low background
noise levels. The values in this axis illustrate how dif-
ferent classroom acoustic designs affect the voice lev-
els of teachers while the audience is silent.

3. A model for classroom activity
noise and speech levels

Hodgson et al. [12] made measurements of noise levels
and speech levels in university classrooms with differ-
ent number of students N and proposed prediction
models for student activity noise levels (SA) and in-
structor sound power level (LW ).

3.1. Student activity noise levels

The A-weighted student-activity noise [12] (SA or
LSA) is described as:

LSA = 83+10 logN−34.4 logA0+0.08A0 (dB)(5)
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Figure 3. Reverberation time mouth-ears T30,ME versus voice support STV for different values of T60 (solid lines) and V
(dotted lines). The optimum acoustic conditions for a speaker are indicated in hatched areas, as a function of the number
of students in the classroom. All the values correspond to occupied conditions.

where A0 is the total absorption area in the room,
which can be calculated from Sabine’s formula as
A0 = 0.161V/T60.

The student-activity noise levels are shown in Fig. 4
as a function of STV and T30,ME , for different N .
The lines corresponding to equal SA are almost verti-
cal, except for the lowest range of T60, where Sabine’s
formula does not hold. The prediction model shows
that, when STV increases, SA increases due to con-
versational feedback or café effect [4] (even though
the university students were not particularly noisy).
When increasing the number of students, the same
value of STV results in higher SA values.

3.2. Instructor speech level

The A-weighted instructor speech level (SL or LSL) is
derived from the A-weighted LW which, averaged for
male and female instructors and according to [12], is

LW = 53.5+0.5LSA+0.016V−9.6 logA0 (dB).(6)

As can be seen, LW increases with SA, due to the
Lombard effect. LW depends also on the volume V
and the total absorption area A0. As an empirical
model, Eq. (6) is not related to Eq. (2).

It is assumed that, in a diffuse sound field, the SL
at the most unfavorable listener position is

LSL = LW + 10 log
(

4(1− ᾱ)
A0

)
(dB), (7)

where ᾱ is the mean absorption coefficient. The equal
SL contours predicted with this model are shown in
Fig. 5 for N = 10 and N = 80 students. An increase
in STV results in increased SL due to increased SA
and increased reverberant energy.

4. Derivation of optimum values for a
speaker

The derivation of the optimum classroom acoustics
conditions for a speaker is illustrated in Fig. 6. This
derivation is based in three requirements:
1. The vocal comfort should be optimal (i.e. 0.45 s ≤
T30,ME ≤ 0.55 s).

2. SL > 50 dB in order to provide a signal-to-noise
ratio of at least 15 dB for the students, assuming
that the background noise level is not higher than
35 dB.

3. The volume of the room should be at least 6 m3

per student.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the area of optimum de-

sign decreases with the number of students. There are
more design possibilities for a classroom with 10 stu-
dents than for a classroom with 40. In the latter case,
there is almost no flexibility to choose the conditions
that will result in optimum design. For 80 students,
the different requirements do not intersect and there-
fore there are no optimum conditions. The optimum
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Figure 4. A-weighted student activity noise level iso-contours for different number of students in a classroom (left N = 10,
right N = 80) as a function of STV and T30,ME . In gray: guide lines for equal T60 and V .
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Figure 5. A-weighted instructor speech level iso-contours for different number of students in a classroom (left N = 10,
right N = 80) as a function of STV and T30,ME . In gray: guide lines for equal T60 and V .

Table I. Recommended ranges for the parameters voice
support STV , reverberation time T60 and volume V for a
speaker-oriented classroom acoustic design, as a function
of the number of students N .

Students N V (m3) T60 (s) STV (dB)

10 70 to 170 0.5 to 0.65 -10.5 to -7.0

20 120 to 210 0.55 to 0.7 -11.5 to -9.5

40 240 to 280 0.7 to 0.75 -12.0 to -11.5

acoustic conditions, which do not exist for more than
approximately 50 students, are summarized on table I
and illustrated on Fig. 3, as a function of the number
of students in a classroom.

These optimum conditions represent average values
in classrooms and are meant for situations where the
position of the speaker is variable, as in flexible teach-
ing methods. For these situations, no optimum condi-
tions for a talker can be achieved for more than ap-
proximately 50 students without exposing the teacher

to talk uncomfortably or overstraining his voice. The
optimum values of reverberation time, even though
slightly higher than those recommended in standards
like ANSI S12.60 [13] (maximum of 0.6 s in unoccu-
pied, fully furnished conditions), are in good agree-
ment with recent investigations on optimum class-
room acoustic conditions to maximize speech intelligi-
bility [14], who proposed optimum values in occupied
conditions between 0.5 and 0.7 s and acceptable val-
ues between 0.4 s and 0.8 s. In lecturing style, the
position of the talker is rather stable and therefore
other acoustic designs taking into account geometri-
cal considerations might be more efficient. In the last
case, the limitation of a maximum of 50 students does
not necessarily apply.
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Figure 6. Derivation of the optimum classroom acoustics conditions according to the requirements of maximum vocal
comfort (dark red), average SL of at least 50 dB (in dark blue), and more than 6 m3 per student (in dark green). The
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